
Playlist of my  Life

Name: _____________                                                             Division: ___

1. Create a playlists of songs that you think best represents you!
Consider:

-What genre of music best represents you? (Pop, musical theatre, rap, opera,
jazz, etc.)

-What moods/feelings sum up your personality?
-Do the lyrics represent you or your life?

-Do you want to include any songs that are important to your family?
-Are there any songs that you related to at one time in your life but not any

more?
 

Your playlist should include 6-8 songs (but can include more!). Include the title,
artist who performs the song and your favourite musical moment. Your

favourite musical moment is why the song  appeals to you-- a specific lyric,
instrument choice, dynamics, mood of the piece, etc.

 
 

2. After you have created your playlist choose one piece you feel BEST
represents you. You will explore this piece further including the musical

elements and why you chose it.
 
 

3. Create cover artwork for the song you have chosen.  You can use the
template attached or do something all your own. Consider the overall

mood/feelings of the piece. Select words, images, symbols, colours that best
represent the music.

 
Consider talking to friends and family to help you create a playlist that is

uniquely you!
 



Playlist Title:_____________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________
Artist:__________________________________________
Favourite musical moment:
____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
________________





Chosen Song: ________________________

Choose one song from your playlist and describe the musical elements you hear.
 

Name the instruments you hear: 

Do you hear voices?
If yes, is it one person or a group of people?

What is the tempo?
Does the tempo change?

What is the overall dynamic level?
____Very loud (FF, Fortissimo), _____Loud (F, Forte), ____Medium Loud (mF, Mezzo forte)
____Medium Soft (mP, mezzo piano), _____ Soft (P, piano), ____ Very Soft (pp, pianissimo)

Does dynamic change throughout the song?

What is the mood of the piece?

What does it make you think of?

Why did you choose this song? Support your answer with specific details, lyrics and
musical elements (dynamics, mood, tempo, instruments, etc.)


